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INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of high-volume horizontal 
hydraulic fracturing, commonly known as fracking, to 
extract natural gas from previously unreachable shale 
deposits, has exploded as a potent policy debate over 
recent years. Fracking’s negative eff ects on surrounding 
communities have infl amed a grassroots political 
movement organized around opposition to fracking. Th is 
article reviews some of the common risks to communities 
associated with fracking, all of which can impact long- 
and short-term real estate values and availability.

Gas companies extract “frack gas” by injecting water, sand 
and chemicals deep underground to open seams in mile-
deep shale formations to release trapped gas. Much of the 
fl uid mixture returns to the surface as toxic wastewater, 
followed by the newly released gas and poisonous 
“produced water” formerly trapped in rock. Each well 
requires upwards of six million gallons of freshwater and 
generates hundreds of thousands to millions of gallons 
of wastewater.1 Fracking companies generally refuse to 
disclose the exact chemical mixtures of their fracking 
fl uids. Special federal exemptions to environmental laws 
allow the gas industry to keep specifi c chemical mixtures 
secret. Most formulas include methanol, isopropanol 
and ethylene glycol.2

Fracking has revolutionized natural gas production in the 
United States, with 33 states now producing more than 
25 trillion cubic feet (tcf) of gas annually.3 Th e shale gas 
boom could continue indefi nitely as the U.S. boasts an 
estimated 665 tcf of recoverable shale gas—fourth in the 
world behind China, Argentina and Algeria.4

All of this production means that an increasing number 
of communities across the country are dealing with 
the eff ects of fracking in their backyards. Th e fracking 
process—from well drilling through wastewater 

disposal—can result in several negative eff ects including 
ground and surface water contamination, industrialization 
of rural, suburban or agricultural communities, air 
pollution, nuisance and dangerous truck traffi  c, chemical 
spills, extensive road damage, noise pollution, declines 
in neighborhood desirability associated with an infl ux 
of out-of-state workers and, in some areas, earthquakes. 
Th e risks of these impacts are exacerbated by regulatory 
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loopholes and an uneven patchwork of standards and 
enforcement that can vary from state to state. Recognizing 
these impacts and the risks associated with fracking, 
some banks are refusing to grant mortgages for homes 
with a drilling lease or gas well, and others are becoming 
increasingly concerned about the long-term investment 
risks associated with drilling leases and mortgages.5 

GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION

Groundwater contamination is one of the most publicized 
issues aff ecting fracking communities, thanks to the 
images of tap water catching fi re that were made famous 
in the documentary Gasland. Poisoned groundwater 
can destroy property values and make homes practically 
unlivable. Groundwater contamination oft en forces 
homeowners to fi nd alternative water sources—oft en 
spending large sums of money to transport water from 
outside the contaminated watershed. Homes without 
potable water are almost impossible to sell at their prior 
value, leaving families trapped or with few options.

Th e risk of groundwater contamination is not limited 
to properties with drilling leases, but is borne by entire 
communities. For example in Dimock, Pennsylvania, 
nearby fracking activities have left  several neighbors 
with unusable water contaminated by methane and other 
chemicals. State and federal investigations, litigation 
between homeowners and drilling outfi ts, and years of 
high profi le contentious debate between gas companies, 
regulators and the public have exacerbated diminished 
quality of life and property values. In one recently settled 
case, homeowners were able to win enough from a 
drilling company to sell their property and move. 
Th e company resold the land at a much reduced 
price, with the condition that no residence would 
ever again be built there.6

Dimock is not the only Pennsylvania town to experience 
water contamination problems. A 2013 Scranton 
Sunday Times review of records from the Pennsylvania 
Department of Environmental Protection revealed 
instances of water contamination linked to oil and gas 
drilling aff ecting at least 161 homes, farms, churches and 
businesses between 2008 and 2012.7 A Duke University 
study of Pennsylvania drinking water wells found methane 
concentrations an average of six times higher for homes 
located less than one kilometer from natural gas wells.8

Similarly in Pavillion, Wyoming, a 2011 draft  report by 
the Environmental Protection Agency found methane, 
benzene, glycols and alcohols associated with drilling 
fl uid in water supplies. Th e report followed a three-year 

investigation by the Agency at the request of Pavillion 
residents.9 Under political pressure from the fracking 
industry, the Agency later declined to fi nalize the report 
and turned the investigation over to the State of Wyoming, 
which has put the study on ice.

A 2012 study published by the National Bureau of 
Economics Research analyzed the eff ects of shale gas 
development on property values in Washington County, 
Pennsylvania. Th ose researchers found that, “by itself, 
groundwater risk reduces property values by up to 24 
percent.”10 Similarly, a more recent investigation by the 
same researchers found large negative impacts on property 
values for groundwater dependent homes in areas with 
shale gas development.11

AIR POLLUTION AND CLIMATE

Air emissions caused by gas extraction are not just a global 
climate problem—gas drilling, production, transportation 
and processing all have local impacts that shrink 
property values. 

Gas fracking releases hazardous air pollutants such as 
volatile organic compounds, benzene, and compounds 
that lead to the formation of ground-level ozone, or 
smog, all of which can negatively impact the health of 
local residents. 

In a study conducted by the Colorado School of Public 
Health, researchers found that residents living less than 
a half-mile from oil and gas wells face cancer risks that 
are 66 percent higher than for those living farther away.12 
Th e Weather Channel—along with InsideClimate News 
and Th e Center for Public Integrity—recently unveiled 
the results of an eight-month investigation into emissions 
of air pollutants and related health impacts from fracking 
in the Eagle Ford Shale in southern Texas. Residents in 
communities surrounding fracking activities reported 
numerous health problems including aggravated asthma 
and other respiratory problems, migraines, nausea, nose 
bleeds and chest pains.13

Higher levels of smog caused by gas development can also 
lead to lifestyle changes as neighboring property owners 
avoid outdoors on high-smog days. In portions of rural 
Wyoming, smog is on par with that of Los Angeles14 
and has increased health clinic visits in aff ected areas, 
according to the Wyoming Department of Health.15

Accelerating natural gas production could also have 
disastrous implications for climate change. Methane 
emissions associated with natural gas extraction, 
production, processing, transport and infrastructure 
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can undercut the climate benefi t of reductions in carbon 
dioxide from the use of natural gas, because methane is 
at least 72 times more potent as a greenhouse gas than 
carbon dioxide over a 20-year period.16 A number of 
recent studies have found that the amount of methane 
currently emitted into the atmosphere from the natural 
gas supply chain, from extraction through processing 
and distribution, has been consistently underestimated 
by regulators17 and is high enough, in combination with 
greenhouse gas emissions from other sectors, to push 
us toward the climate tipping point in the next 20–30 
years. Increasing the use of natural gas could also delay 
transition to renewable energy sources necessary to stem 
climate change over the long term. Th ese developments 
will have dramatic and widely distributed impacts on real 
estate value.

CHANGES IN COMMUNITY CHARACTER

A number of changes—from increased road traffi  c to 
an infl ux of out-of-state workers—can greatly aff ect 
the character and desirability of communities newly 
inundated by fracking. Fracking communities are 
struggling to accommodate these changes, with demands 
pushed to the limits for community services including 
hospitals, police, fi rst responders and housing.

Transporting both the water and the waste requires large 
trucks to make thousands of trips—an estimated four 
thousand heavy truck trips per well18—which can snarl 
traffi  c and obliterate local roads. Most communities new 
to fracking are small and/or rural, and can have diffi  cultly 
accommodating the increased traffi  c, much of which 
occurs on roads ill-suited for the continuous movement of 
large trucks. Increases in the number of traffi  c accidents 
have been reported, along with deterioration of local 
roads.19 Heavy truck traffi  c can also increase air pollution 
from truck emissions, dust and fi ne particulate matter.

Many communities also have seen a large infl ux of out-
of-state workers with the necessary experience to work 
in fracking operations. Th is increase in workers also 
can strain community resources, particularly housing. 
Rental prices can soar, making it diffi  cult for local families 
accustomed to paying much lower rents to pay more. 
Increases in transient workers have also been associated 
with increases in crime, including prostitution.20

Recent case studies from researchers with the Multi-
State Shale Research Collaborative provide insights into 
community changes as a result of the fracking boom.21 

Th e researchers focused on four small, rural, generally 
poorer counties experiencing shale gas industry 
development: Carroll County, Ohio; Greene and Tioga 
counties, Pennsylvania; and Wetzel County, West Virginia. 
All four counties experienced increases in large truck 
traffi  c, along with road damages and a higher number of 
accidents. All four counties also saw an infl ux of out-of-
state workers. 

While the counties also gained some positive economic 
benefi ts and new jobs from gas drilling, the benefi ts 
varied, and three of them—Carroll, Greene and Tioga—
faced additional costs for police, emergency services, road 
damage and social services. Th ey also faced shortages of 
aff ordable housing and climbing rents, up to two to three 
times previous rents in Carroll County, for example. Both 
Greene and Tioga counties also saw increases in crime.22

EARTHQUAKES 

Fracking and the disposal of fracking wastewater have also 
been linked to a rise in seismic activity in some parts of 
the country. Increases in earthquakes, particularly in areas 
ill-equipped to deal with them, can lead to injuries and 
property damage. 

Th e U.S. Geological Survey has linked this practice of 
injecting fracking wastewater deep into underground 
disposal wells with increased seismic activity. Researchers 
found that earthquakes measuring 3.0 or higher in the 
central and eastern U.S. have increased dramatically since 
2010. Prior to 2010, earthquakes of that size averaged 
approximately 30 per year, while from 2010 to 2013 they 
averaged more than 100 per year.23

In eastern Ohio, investigations conducted by the state’s 
Department of Natural Resources concluded that fracking 
itself was the likely cause of several small earthquakes 
in the area, likely because of drilling near a previously 
unknown microfault. Th is discovery led the state to issue 
new permit requirements for drilling near faults or areas 
of past seismic activity.24

CONCLUSION

Th e impacts presented in this article are merely a snapshot 
of the issues fracking communities across the country 
are facing. As shale gas development continues to 
industrialize and change the face of communities, 
expect continuing eff ects on housing, land use and 
neighborhood character. ■
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